CASE STUDY

Monks Walk School – Infrastructure Refresh
Meltwater

Challenge
The school had a diverse, aging infrastructure that was unable to provide the
flexibility or scalability to meet its needs. There was a lack of redundancy with
the existing Hyper-V-based solution and the current servers and storage were
approaching end-of-life and hence warranty. The challenge was to consolidate,
migrating to a single solution to ensure the goals and requirements of the school
could be met.
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Outcome

The result was a far more efficient solution which simplified the school’s network,
distilling to a single virtualised estate deployed by Fortem IT over a tight timeframe
to minimise disruption. The system is robust with resilience built in should the pair
of primary hosts fail. Veeam also performs backups regularly with zero disruption
to the school. The SAN installation is fully supported and automatically monitors the
entire device for bugs or failures. It is now possible to swap server hosts far easier
and add valuable extra processing power to the hardware if deemed necessary.
The network manager is now able to migrate its virtual machines to new storage
solutions in the unlikely event the SAN fails.
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Justyn Flanders-Brazier, Network Manager - Monks Walk School
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